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Agenda
● From the chair
● Overview
● What BBB says – what, where, who, when – and why
● Current system issues and future needs
● A look to a possible future
● How should we as a community facilitate BBB
● Next Steps



  

Overview

The biggest change in the bus industry since 1986

Strong Community involvement in planning future service

Ongoing bus funding support depends on following the strategy



  

What BBB says
● What

A  Network connecting to make total journeys
Going when and where people want and need
A frequency to reduce timetable dependency
Affordable and understandable information
Quality sustainable buses and facilities



  

What BBB says
● Where

England
- within England organised by LTAs 

e.g. Wiltshire
- within LTAs worked out by areas

e.g. Melksham

Noting that Wiltshire borders many other LTAs and 
buses from Wiltshire cross into other areas. 



  

What BBB says
● Who

Local Transport Authority
Bus Operators
and the community (far more than every before)

● The LTAs and the bus operators have huge experience that is to be 
nurtured and have done a good job under the restrictions of previous 
systems,

● They may need help and encouragement, and to build trust, with a 
community which in places has been more protest than partner, and 
is likely to know its own area better, but the details of running a bus 
service worse, than the operators and LTA. 



  

What BBB says
● When

by end of June 2021
Decision, Enhanced Partnership or Franchise

by end of October 2021
Bus Service Improvement Plan (BSIP) in place

From April 2022
Launch / funding for new system



  

What BBB says
● Why

Well – let’s look at it from the passenger 
viewpoint then go on to look at it from an 
operator and LTA view too.

● Let’s meet our people who need buses ...



  

Who needs the bus - 201x
● Mrs A can no longer drive. She relies on the bus to get her from her home into the town centre where she meets friends and 

does her shopping.
● Mr B works in X. He's unable to drive for medical reasons, and commutes by bus every day; sometimes he has to work late 

and catch a bus back in the early evening.
● The C family send their daughter to school in Z - a journey of about 6 miles. It's not their nearest school, but it's the right one 

for her and she gets there by bus.
● Miss D and her college friends want to meet up for a 'social' at the weekend or an evening; due to high insurance premiums 

none of them can afford a car, and in any case they want to be able to enjoy the evening without having to be awake (and 
sober) enough to drive safely home afterwards.

● Mr E will be retiring in about 7 years - he's getting on a bit, shakey on his legs, and can no longer walk to the local railway 
station without it leaving him so tired he can't do his job properly.

● Mrs F no longer has a bus to get to her doctors, so now she requires home visits.
● Ms G had planned to go to college this September with a view to getting qualified and back into employment, but she's had to 

put these plans on hold because the bus that would get her home at the end of the college day doesn't run any more.
● Mr H doesn't use the bus at all. But he can't get a car parking space in town / at work any longer as all the spaces are filled 

with people who used to use public transport, so he gets very frustrated and parks in residential streets to the annoyance of 
those residents.

● Ms I is a health service / social services administrator, and she notices a severe strain on her 'customer transport' budget 
because she's now spending a lot of money (and organisation time) and arranging and paying for customers who used to use 
the bus.



  



  



  



  



  

Who wants the bus - 202x
● In addition to our key 201x users …

Mr K now travels to his office 2 days a week rather than 5. With 4 journeys rather than 10 every week, he can afford to travel just a little 
slower, especially as it saves him so much in personal transport (car) costs.

Miss L is concerned about clean air and wants to travel as green as possible. She'll go by bus or train if only she can - especially if it's 
cheaper overall than running a car.

Family M are off to W this year on the South Coast for a holiday. Rather than have the nightmare of a car in the congested streets of this 
port, they're going by train then using the bus to get around locally.

Mrs N will commute to her work by bus and train once they connect at her local station.

Mr O finds that he can think, relax, read on the bus - quality time that's lost when he's behind the wheel of a car.

Ms P used to drive to the station - or sometimes all the way to work in Y. Increasing costs such as car parking, and the availability of a 
connecting bus from the end of her street, mean that she's now using that integrated transport.

Mr Q now takes the bus. He used to drive, but finds that even the short walk to the bus stop helps him keep fit and now that the bus 
takes him where we wants, he uses it regularly.

Mr R makes a short journey but not on a direct transport route. Interchangeable tickets, integrated information and the filling of some 
service gaps will make his total journey practical by public transport - and he's delighted.

Miss S has found employment as a bus driver. She loves meeting all (well - most) of her passengers and helping the economy and 
quality of life with the service she's helping to provide.



  

What will bring them on board
● Some of the issues – reported by a resident

Services that do not connect
Services that will get you there but not back
Grotty vehicles
Lack of (or wrong) information at decrepit bus stops
Services that finish too early or not on Sunday
Expensive not interchangeable fares
Complicated routes that you need a degree to follow

● LTAs and operators defend much of the above and to a very great 
extent they have been ruled by a system which facilitates the 
continuance of the above. They need (and many of them wish) to 
change – they love buses and are heartbroken at some of the issues. 



  

What will bring them on board
● Services that go when and where people wish
● Connecting and integrated for total journey
● Integrated ticketing, information and fares
● Better buses and bus stops
● Total journey solutions – door to door
● Consideration of need 24x7 not 8x(5/6)



  

Where have we heard this before?

● Option 24/7 … sounds remarkably like
● Difference this time

* It’s mandated by The Government - policy
* It gives the community a much greater input
* It’s sustainable growth not service protection
* It’s funded



  

Example – Melksham - 1
For this decade, we envisage Melksham’s main public transport to comprise of:

● 1. Interurban, commercial bus services based on the current Bath-to-Devizes and 
Chippen- ham-to-Trowbridge corridors which intersect in Melksham.

● 2. Regional train services, initially between Swindon and Westbury, with a single calling 
point (hub, station) in Melksham, and with connections to east, west, north and south.

● 3. Bus services broadly local to the Melksham Community Area, supported by the local 
transport authority (Wiltshire Council) but optimised to provide maximum continuing 
benefit at sustainable cost.

● 4. Community Bus services with occasional runs providing less regular travel for 
specific organised groups and events.

● 5. Taxi services and Link, perhaps shared, to meet the requirements of those who need 
to be provided with transportaton but are not appropriate to the earlier listed elements.

From http://option247.uk/mkm2020_o247.pdf , Jan 2020

http://option247.uk/mkm2020_o247.pdf


  

Example – Melksham - 2020



  



  



  

A start in the detail ...



  

Example – Melksham - 2022
● BBB has moved us on from 2020, with it the growing realisation of the need 

for fundamental changed to reduce to zero carbon. Early works (sorry – no 
maps / details around school times yet)

  



  

Example – Melksham - 2022
271/272

Monday-Saturday Daytime - Service 271 and 272 both run half-hourly, combining to provide an every 15 minute frequency between Bath-
Melksham Railway Station (via new approach pull-ins) and Town Centre-Bowerhill, continuing on half-hourly to Devizes.

273

Monday-Saturday Evening and Sundays - Variant running hourly between Bath-Melksham Railway Station (via new approach pull-ins) and Town 
Centre-Bowerhill-Devizes.

X34

Monday-Saturday Daytime - Service to provide an every 15 minute frequency between Chippenham-Melksham-Trowbridge with extensions to 
Frome, and consequentially between Melksham Railway Station (via new approach pull-ins) and Town Centre, and the Southern Melksham 
housing estates in the vicinity of Semington Road.

Monday-Saturday Evening and Sundays - Variant running hourly as above.

ZigZag to be confirmed.



  

Principles – Melksham - 2022
Taken together, all areas on the network are served daytime and evening, 7 
days a week, except for Berryfield which is served on Monday-Saturday 
daytimes only. However, it will only be a short walk to the New Inn bus stop for 
the X34 on evenings and Sundays.

The key principles are for all existingly served areas to get at least a doubling of 
daytime frequency and/or bi-directional services where they didn’t exist before. 
As well as this, several currently unserved areas are added to the network for 
the first time, conforming to the requirements of the DfT Bus Strategy in this 
regard. As you would expect, all services serve the railway station as standard, 
and the evening/Sunday routes are as close as possible to the daytime ones, 
again in line with the requirements of the strategy in this regard.



  

Cycle, Walk, Rail Interchange



  

Routes for the future



  

Work Alongside Policy
● Road changes to support walking, cycling and 

buses as bigger projects go through
● Train changes to bring an appropriate hourly 

service
● Neighbourhood Plan (vote 6th May along with 

Unitary and Town Councillors)
● Wiltshire Local Plan



  

How should community help?

 
● Help advise on service/network futures 

including intermodal
● - Look to work with operators, LTAs and other 

modes and groups in partnership
● - Offer ongoing community help to ensure the 

changes work



  

Next Steps
●  Learning what people want now and will in coming 

years
● - Building an ongoing picture of that use and potential 

use
● - Setting this up for OUR area and YOUR area for 

guests at our meeting
● - Sharing ongoing experience



  

“Date of next meeting”

● Leave your contact details
● Sign up to our facebook group and website

- For Melksham / Wiltshire …
MRUG become Melksham TRANSPORT User Group

Survey of journeys and needs

More detailed planning work
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